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Your Trainingplan

✓ PASSION
✓ MOTIVATION
✓ SUSTAINABILITY

Mag. Katharina Steppan, CSCS, MSc
Athletics, Endurance, Mental Coach

MANUAL
how it  works

WE MAKE ATHLETES BETTER
professional training for sport enthusiasts



✓definition of  goals aligned with family, work & leisure

✓analysis of  motivation

✓detailed anamnesis

YOUR GOAL

YOUR ATP
Annual Training Plan

✓your personalized ATP will be created after 2 weeks

✓the ATP is the foundation to reach your designed goal

✓the ATP does not include detailed every day planning

✓you can start your training after 2 weeks latest

I recommend a thoroughly medical assessment done by your doctor before 

we start (the annual free health check covered by the national insurance 

should be the minimum)
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YOUR PLAN

✓free access to the USC platform (TrainingPeaks)

✓free access to strength & conditioning app

✓automatic data transfer from Garmin/Polar/etc. (i.e. heart 
rate and performance values)

✓analysis of  current performance standards: athletics, 
swim, bike, run, strength, mental 

✓you will receive a new trainingsplan every 2 weeks  

✓every 4 to 8 weeks performance review

✓situational adaption of  ATPs according to development and 
life circumstances

✓competition support, if  possible in person on location 

✓your personal feedback after every training session via 
TrainingPeaks (very important for efficient development)

✓communication mainly via TrainingPeaks
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BUSINESS

✓your trainingsplan costs 250€ monthly (about 8€/day)

✓in the first month I will charge an extra monthly rate for your 
personalized ATP

✓if  you continue training for another season this extra fee will 
be charged again, because a new ATP is necessary (max. 
1x yearly)

✓every month you will receive your invoice (please pay your 
rate within 14 days)

✓you can cancel your plan any time - sport is joy and it 
should always be by choice; the ATP is yours in any case; 
the month that has started has to be paid

✓the communication between athlete and coach is not 
limited - I address common sense behavior 

✓possible USC Austria membership including exceptional 
benefits
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All data is treated with absolute confidentiality


